Putting Shapes Together

Materials: pattern blocks

1. Put together two identical shapes to make a new shape.

2. Draw and write about the new shape you made from the two shapes.

3. Use the shape you made. Add other shapes to it.

4. Draw the new shape you made. Name the shapes you used.

I put together 2 trapezoids to make a hexagon. It has 6 sides and 6 vertices. It has 2 equal parts.

My new shape has 2 trapezoids and 4 triangles.

Word Bank:
hexagon triangle rhombus
square trapezoid equal parts
I put together two ______________ to make a ______________. It has ....

My new shape has ___ sides and ....

I put together two ______________ to make a ______________. It has ....

My new shape has ___ sides and ....